where higraphs are proposed as the set-theoretic graphical model underlying statecharts.
The "blobs" in a higraph are organized as Euler circles (i. e., Venn diagrams) with a partitioning mechanism for describing Cartesian products. However, blob intersection has a natural set-theoretic semantics, and our feeling was that, when the temporal, dynamic semantics of states and events were to be adopted, the problem would become far more difficult. Accordingly, the main purpose of our research here is to investigate the extent to which overlapping states can be conveniently added to statecharts. As the reader will see, the issue is indeed far from being trivial.
The paper shows that mathematically such an extension is possible. However, the syntax and semantics we provide are quite complicated. We believe that the complication is in some way inherent in the desire to so extend the language, in the sense that any serious attempt to carry out the extension would result in similar complications. We thus leave the final judgment of whether the benefits outweigh the cost to the reader. In providing our extension, we all but ignore the details of the labels. We might attempt to distinguish between these cases by means of two syntactically distinct types of overlapping; say, with dots signifying exclusivity, as shown graphically in Figure 4 . This has a number of drawbacks. First, the syntax would have to be very restrictive, so as to avoid contradictions like the one in Figure  5 , where the two types of intersection entail that it is impossible to be in the state lying inside the intersection, since we would have to be in both of B and C, as well as in only one of them.
Second but the event also synchronizes B to B1. The other components remain in their wait states. When in this AB pair,~causes B to move over to Bz, but also to synchronize C to Cl. AND. The first property is that, unlike normal direct offspring of an AND state, the system need not necessarily be in every such offspring whenever it is in its parent.
Thus, when we are in state ABCDE in Figure  7 (say, by being in the five wait states) we need not be in any of the four synchronizing states, AB through DE. The other special property is that, although the system can be in some of an AND state's orthogonal components without being in the state itself, once the system happens to be in all of its components, it is considered to be in the state itself too. For example, we may be in C2 without being in CD, but once we also enter DI, the intention is that now we are in CD, so that event o-, for example, will take effect if and when it occurs. This property should not hold unless the synchronizing state is a direct offspring of the synchronized AND state; in Figure  8 , for example, entering two components of A13 by the skipping arrows will not necessarily cause the system to be in AB. The difference is that in Figure  7 state AB is a substate of ABCDE, whereas in Figure  8 All is its sibling. Graphically, the difference is that in Figure 8 AB is drawn entirely within ABCDE. To illustrate this difference, see Figure  9 , which contains the two corresponding trees. Having described some of the issues that our syntax and semantics address, we can now get into the definitions themselves.
OVERLAPPING STATES

Syntax
As in [6] , the syntax of states consists of a set of states S, and two functions:
(1) p:S + 2s, and (2)~: S~{AND, OR}. -superstate( x) = {y I x E p(y)} G3uperstate is just p-1).
-amxsstoral(x, y) = x~p*(y) v y = P*(x) <x and y are ancestral).
-disjoint( x, y) = p"(x) n P*(y) = 0 (x and y share no common substate).
-overlap( x, y) -7 ancestoral( x, y) A 1 disjoint( x, y) (x and y are neither ancestral nor disjoint, so they must be overlapping). Figure  11 (in which the state a curves around and overlaps with itself) is forbidden.
-If the AND states a and al are not basic states and if al q p(a), there must be at least two OR states rl, rz q P(a) such that both overlap (al, rl ) and overlap( al, rz ) hold. (See Figure  12 ; in fact, by this restriction, any AND substate of an AND state must be essentially as in Figure  12 .) This restriction also helps clause (2' ) in Section 3. -The least common ancestor (lea) of a set of states X is a state x for which X c p'(x) (i.e., x is a common ancestor) and 'ifs = p+(x),(X~p*(s)) (i.e., it is the least such).
-Two distinct states x and y are orthogonal if +(lca({x, y})) = AND. In addition, a state x is considered to be orthogonal to itself. A set of states is orthogonal if its states are pairwise orthogonal.
-A maximal orthogonal set is an orthogonal set that cannot be extended (by adding elements) to a larger orthogonal set.
-A legal configuration is a maximal orthogonal set of basic states.
The upward closure of a configuration with respect to the superstate operation (i.e., the reflexive transitive closure of p-1, applied to the con@-uration)
can be shown to satisfy the following, for every x in C:
(1) +(x) = OR -Ip(x) n c1 = 1;
(2) rj(x) = AND + p(x) c C; and (3) superstate(x) C C.
These three clauses mean, respectively, that exactly one direct descendant of an OR state of' C is in C, that euery direct descendant of an AND state of C is in C, and that C is indeed upward closed. The definition of a configuration given above is not suitable for the overlapping states case, since here the lca of a set of states need not be unique; hence, the orthogonality relation between two states is not well defined.
Moreover, here it is not enough to describe which basic states the system is in, since, for example, in Figure  13 being in the basic state z does not determine which of x and\or y we are in. Instead, we base our definition of a legal configuration on a modification of the three clauses for the upward closure. The first clause,~(x) = OR~I p(x) n Cl = 1, is too strong, since an OR state might have two (or more) substates in the configuration (when they overlap).
To overcome this, we define paths. We say that path( x, y, S) holds, for states x and y and a set of states S, if there exists a sequence of states {x,}~=l, all of which are in S, and such that x,+, q p(x, ), xl = x, and x. = y. In particular, path( x, x, S) holds iff x q S. (1') In Figure  12 , the states covered by the internal V quantifier in (2') are ZI and Z2 (x and y in (2') stand for a and al in Figure  12 , resp. ).
The third clause, superstate( x ) c C, is now replaced by (3') x + root + superstate( x ) n (2 # 0, since, as in Figure  13 , z can be in the configuration without it necessarily containing both x and y. ' The requirement =z.(path(-yl, z, C)~path(y,, z, C)) could not be easdy replaced by ( P ( yl ) n~ ' ( yz ) The source of the transition in Figure  15 , for example, is {sl, SZ}, while the target is {tl}. A transition maybe taken in a system configuration SC whose state configuration is C if it is structurally relevant to C (i.e., S G C) and if its label is enabled in SC.
As discussed in Section 2, an arrow in a statechart with overlapping states may skip over state borderlines. Hence, to distinguish in the nongraphical syntax between transitions a and~of Figure  16 , we must define the target set T to consist of all states that the arrow crosses, as well as those incident with the arrow's head. Thus, writing Tt (resp., St, Et) for the target set (resp., source set, exit set) of a transition t, we obtain, in this case, T. = {A, D} and TD = {B, D}. For the transition of Figure  15 , the target set is no longer {tl}; it now becomes {t3, t2,tl}.However, it turns out that this extension is not enough. Consider transitions a and~of Figure  17 . T. = TP = {B} and S. = S6 = {l}; but after taking a in configuration {1?, A, 1}, we find ourselves in {R, A, B, 2}, whereas after taking~in the same configuration, we are in {R, B, 2}. The point is that we must capture in our syntax the fact (easily depicted graphically) that P leaves A but a does not. We thus want to define the exit set E of a and~, by E. = {1}, and EP = {1, A}. We should remark that the exit set E is a new, fourth component of a transition, whereas our new target set replaces the old one.
Formally, then, a transition in a statechart with overlapping states is a quadruple (S, E, L, T), where the source S and label L are as above, E is the exit set (which we take to include S too; i.e., S c E), and T is the target set of states entered and not only those at the head of the arrow. Figure  19 ) to be inessential. For example, in Figure  19 , arrow a can be replaced by arrow P, since their target, being exclusive of state B, forces them both to leave it. Second, we do not keep track of the precise itinerary of an arrow in a chart, but only its source, exit set, and target. Hence, arrow a in Figure  20 is Now that we have a syntax for transitions, we can proceed to the seman- 
States Left by a Transition
In this section we define the set of states left by some transition (S, -E, L, T ) from some configuration C. We denote this set by left(C, (S, E, L, T )). and-super-neighbors( E, C ) is taken in Figure  23 . Formally, this set is defined as contradict(T) = {x I VG. (7' u {x} G G + G is not a configuration)}. 
Up' (and-super-neighbors( E, C) ) ) ) U contradict T) ) n C'. default-used( x, new-config) = Vy = (superstate+ ( x ) n new-config). Formally, let t,, for 1 s i s n, be a set of transitions whose respective sets in a given configuration C are left, and added,, respectively. Denote
1<2<71 l<2<n
The set {t,] is consistent in C if
(1) Vi + j, (left, u added, ) n (leftJ u addedJ) = g; and (2) new-full-config is a legal configuration. 
